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TLC Educational Solutions Strategy-Based Professional Development  

Our Remote Learning Sessions are specifically designed to provide the skills needed for educators 

to teach and interact with today’s students, "to stay on the cutting edge of their profession". 

 Each participant will receive a pdf of TLC Educational Solutions Training Resources for this session.  

It contains step by step descriptions of the strategies that are provided in the session to make it easy to 

incorporate new strategies into lessons the very next day. 

End Teacher-Student Power Struggles 

Students often find themselves in classrooms where teachers engage in power 
struggles with the students.  Although the disruption in learning that is caused by 
power struggles is a serious problem, a deeper concern exists in the failure to model 
effective social-emotional behavior.  Students need teachers to be models of 
controlling their emotions and behaviors for the students to learn how to handle 
challenging situations in their own lives. Teachers can end power struggles with TLC 
Educational Solutions’ Responding Right Strategies and avert confrontations with 
students while modeling respectful social-emotional behaviors for their students. 
Any conflict requires at least two people. A power struggle can be avoided if the 
teacher has the strategies to disengage the struggle.  

 

Modeling acceptable communication and behavior for students 

Managing challenging situations and modeling for students how to manage 
difficult situations in their own lives. 

Developing de-escalation skills and using them consistently to maintain calm 
in the classroom 

Derailing power struggles without turning conflict into combat 

Strategies for Ending Power Struggles 
The following are some of the strategies that are fully modeled and practiced in this session.  

Our TLC Training Resources PDF, provided upon registration,  
includes these and other strategies described in detail. 

 
Strategy: Responding Right In a potentially problematic classroom situation, it is important not to take 
conflict and turn it into a combat situation. Students often say and/or do things to accomplish a certain 
outcome. They may be trying to get the teacher off task because they are bored, unsure of the subject 
matter, or they may be trying to impress a peer. Whatever the reason, the manner in which the teacher 
responds will determine the extent of the misbehavior or disruption and how much time it takes from the 
teacher’s instruction and the behavior or learning of the class as a whole. Responding Right Strategies also 
model appropriate behaviors to help develop students’ skills for handling challenging situations in their own 
lives.  

Strategy: Using Diffusers as De-Escalators to Avoid Power Struggles  
When a student in your classroom says: "This is boring." Don't get into saying: "No, it's not. You'll need this 
someday." Don't take that first step! Don't take the debate-bait! Instead, try what we call a "diffuser". A 
diffuser gives the student the message: “I hear you, now let's move on.” In the situation when the student 
says: "This is boring", the teacher simply says: "I understand" and continues teaching. No conflict, no combat. 

                                           


